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REHASILITATION ASSOCIATE TRAINING
FOR EMPLOYED STAFF

MODULE: RAIO Token Systems

DESCRIPTORS: Token economte6, 4e4A6c c

management.

RA-10

behatmlot
P

OVERVIEW: Thl.s module provides information and prac-
tice for developing taken economies. It

emphasizes the need to use less intruSive methods When
possible. It covers the steps in developing a token
.system, how to implement it and how to shift to more
normal reinforeers.
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What 10are tokens?

Why -11use token syste

When 12to use a token system
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BEHAVIOR

List 3 reasons why a token economy may be useful.

2 List the conditions under Which one
sider using a token economy.

hould con-,

Describe two possible problems 1st a token economy
and one way to avoid each.

esc-ibe how to make praise a reinforcer.

Design a token economy for an individual or voug
with which you work.



Class test

Class test

Class test

_lass test

Class exercisei You

aClearly specify the behaviors that earn
or lose takens.

bUse a token that is convenient to give
and difficult to trade or steal.

4; Balance wages and prices.

d_, Provide an adequate menu of back-up
reinforcers and

eProvide for maintenance of behavior dur-
ing phase-out of the system.

9



lehavior uanagement procedures, used in rehabilitation
;ettings to deal with client behavior deficits and exces
les are based primarily on principles of ,Leinioitzement.
beinforcement, as discussed in greater detail in the other
Sehavior Management modules, is most effective when it is

'v.

-e

Jnfortunately, workshop'settings are such that it is not
ilways feasible to individualize reinforcers and/or deliver:
:hem immediately. Some interrupt workshop activity (fre-
pemt snacks, activities); some are only available periu-
iically (paycheck, certain activities, etc.).

:t is because of this that taken reinforcement ii often
iseful. Tokens help Midge the gap :between appropriate
pehavior and availability of effective reinforcers. In
loimg this, tokens serve as an alternative to the use of'
aalse which can also be delivered immediately but is not
always reinforcing.

Token4 bAidge the gap between appnoplaate

behaviot and avaii.abALLty o eiieetive Azin0Aeeral



he following

;:Jac B a year . maE w t ro s Syn_ ome. t ough
-he is able to Perform his job (assembling cams for small
Aotors) accuratelyvhe spends very little time working.
lie frequently disrupts other workers, taking their supplie
'pinching women and pretending to be a movie "tough guy."

Whenever you try to praise Jack for working, he swears at
you and stops. When you praise him, he averages 1.2 cams
per hour. If you leave him alone, he averages 2.6 cams
-par hour. Industry standard is 11 cams per hour.

Praise, obviously, is not the answer. For Jack, praise is
not reinforcing. What can you do? C

le residents of the Happy Haven Home for the Handicapped
are, to put it bluntly, slobs. They rarely make their
beds, clean the bathrooms and living areas or police the
igrounds. They wash the dishes and their own bodies only
With much prompting (yes, call it nagging) from staff.
Staff have tried praising clients for doing work. They
have resorted to criticizing clients constantly when they
do not do their chores. What can be done?



Another tool you can usa to change behavior whenjmaise
doesn't work is the tOken economy. A token economy, or
;Wan AeinioAaement 4y4tem, is one way to bring Powerful
.reinforcers to werk with a client.

A. token Az a tangibte item wh.Lch can be ekehanged -

inlcoaeeta. Some items which have served as tokens include
poker chips, slugr points or punches on a card, trading
stamps and the granddaddy of them all, money!

Ylhe money system is a token system. You earn money for
certain behaviors (such as coming to work). You spend
money for reinforcers (such as heat, food and entertain-
ment). The money isn't important in itself. What is im-
Portant is the things that you can buy with it. And, as_
one comic said, "The okay thing money wuCt buy ..1.6 poventy.

with any token economy, you have to learn the relation-
ship between money and reinforcers. For many of your cli-
ents who have not learned this relationship, money is not.
a token reinforcer. The value of money depends on the
prices and availability of the reinforcers it buys, com-
pared to the work it takes to earn. When prices and wages
are out of balance, theeconomyhas problems.



RA-10
The money economy is very complex. A whole field of study,
economics, concerns itself mainly with money. The token
systems you use will be much simpler. But even the sim-
plest token systems can be thrown out-of-whack by problems
of inflation,_shortage of reinforcers, satiation and even
strikes ("I ain't gonna (404k sot 5 points an houk.")

Token systems are like the rhyme about the little girl
with the curl:

ht -in the middte o6 fteit oxthead. When 4he
W46 good, Ahe wao Vehy, Vehy gOOd. BLit when she

bad, -she wc h0Ahid!"

Why use token systems then? Because, when you are working
with difficult-to-motivate clients, when they (token sys-
tems) are good, they are very, very good!

Token systems ane
uatty e66ective ox

unmotivated aients!



The general rule is: We tokens mey when_z4m- et, tehs
bitAusive AeinAolmeAh (sack as oaise) don't With. Always
try more normal social consequences or simple contracts
first. Then, if praise, simple contracts and other unin-
trusive reinforcers do not work, plan a token system.

There are two reasons for trying praise d criticism
before tokens:

The first is that special reinforcement systems are
less normal, more expensive, more difficult to im-
plement and unlike the way competitive employment
situations operate! Therefore, token (and other

special) reinforcement systetos must eventually be faded
out. So, if you can get the desired behaviors without us-
ing a token system at all, you won't have to fade anything.

Second, you should use powerful reinforcers only if
there is plenty of room for improvement. If a be-
havior is already acceptable, a special reinforce-
ment system is unnecessary. Moreover, if you re-

move the system abruptly, the behavior may end up worse
than it started. Although it may sound obvious to use to-
kens only when needed, token systems are often used unnec-
essarily. This often occurs when there is a token economy
for a whole group, regardless of the behaviors of each in-
dividual.

1 2 1 4



RA- I 0
So far we have mostly :told you when not to use a token
system. When should you use a token system? While there
is no single correct answer for this, the following guide-
lines may be helpful:

Use a token system with an individuat OIL gAoup
when a peAsistent to/tot:item ()CCM-4 te6peCiaZZy tO
inctease a behaviold and onty ems noA-
mai on natuaa1 neintionceizz have been tnied an-
zuccezz6uay.

Uze money az a token ILein6oacelt behaviou
tiolt which money is the usuae nein6 .1Lcet in com-
petitive empZoyment (e.g., piece-Itate tasks,
spec-Lae maintenance chwtes in a nesidence).

Use tokens when it dii6icuZt to 6ind a 4-Ln
gee 'Lein ace& which woAkz consistentey.

5
/ a



As alluded to in the introduction, there are several ea-
sons why a well-planned tcken system may be useful:

Tokens can be exchanged OA. a va&iety oi back-up
aein6oaceit4. If there's enough variety, there
will always be something reinforcing al-ailable.

Tokom can be given immediatay. Reinforcers are
most effective when given imm iately. However,
they often must be delayed. -e tokens bridge
the delay. By being exchangi. e for reinforcers,
they became reinforcers for themselves.

3 Token ftequih ents can be adjusted 6ot individuat
skia tevetA. When someone is learning a new
skill, reinforcement must be frequent. Once the
skill is well-learned, special reinforcement should
be given less often. For example, you might ini-
tially give one token following each correct step
in a 20-step assembly task, then 20 tokens only
when the task is complete, then count the number
of assemblies completed each hour and give 20 to-
kens/assembly at the end of the hour.

Tokens can be g.!:ven without intettupting an acti-
vity. Snacks and reinforcing activities would
disrupt the task on Which the client is working.
Tokens may be given duri-g the task and redeemed
later for reinforcers



PA-VD

5
-_ Token t-044 may be toed ca a mad panizheA. olice

tokens begin to serve as reinforcers, token loss
(fines, chargeS) may be used to decrease unaccep-
table behaviors. This is an examplt- of response
cost.

By pairang ptai6e with tokenz, pui4e can be made
into a Jtein6oiteeto A neut:al stimulus (one that
has no effection behavior, in this case, praise)
can be turned into a reinforcer by pairing the to-
kens and praise. For this reason, you always
praise as you give tokens.

4(6
For example, snacks are generally available only at
specified times, such as breaks.

-aver, you must assure that the tokens do not cause
tractions. A client who is given dhips as tokens

ay play with them. To avoid this, the chips might
be placed in a clear plastic box, or pockets on a card
Apuld be used.



There are several steps in planning and implementing a to-
ken economy. They are basically the same whether it is a
group or an individual token system. As a preface, keep
n mind the following cautions about group token systemq:

Even though the system is set up liot a gAoup, it
must be 41ndrau:duaZi_zed. Only those clients and
those behaviors which require tokens should be on
the system, for the reasons listed in the section,
When_to Use a Token System.

Aceteditation standatds and couat cases -Lny that
geneAdE token system ate not consideted
duat tteatment." They must be modified for indi-
vidual needs.

Gtoup token systems must be divi ed
caents and behaviots!

Given those cautions, the steps are the same for group or
individual token systems.

6
18



Speciliy the
need a oeciat JLe

R
b v that

otcement syetem.

aCheck progress on individual goals

Determine whether a simple reinforcement system haseen attempted.

Def jri tue behaviors which will earn tokens.

peeify qualities as well as quantity of perfo ee.

$1 .SSI II
11.F-11-0 1,01_ 4

In the case of Jack (from Scene One) you would first cheek
his IPP to look for goals. You would then see which be-
haviors are already improving. Finally, you would pick
out those behaviors from the IPP which are not improving
and define them for use in the point system.

If the short-range obj etives on the IPP are clearly de-
fined, you may be able to use them as is. If they are
someWhat vague, you should clarify them.

In Jack's case, let's assume that he is still not tending
to his work and that he spends mere and more time
disrupting others. Because praise is not working /
as a reinforcer, an individual token economy may
be considered. Let's take this one step-by-step.
Try filling in each section before reading on. Re-
member, there could be many different correct answers.

19



Behaviors that will earn or lose:

EARN Com lete cams: Jack might initially earn tokens for
each correctly assembled cam.

Workin -on-task: Jack might earn tokens at first
for working for a complete 10 minutes. 'Working
could be defined as "handling or reaching for neces-
sary materials or tools, listening to supervisor, or
raising hand to signal supervisor." He must do these
without leaving his station."

LOSE Pinching: Jack might lose tokens for touching an-
other client with his hands

Taking supplies:

Disrtg.n: doing any activity which causes a work-
er who is on-task to stop working for more than 5
seconds.

2 0
-



DeveZop a menu otc AeinpAceA4.

RAA 0

grsk clients what they would like in t- of tangibles,
privileges and special events.

bWatch to see what clients do when given free choice
activities.

4:01,ist as many prac ical reinforcers as possible.

Prepare a list of rein orcers for
ack's token economy:

It would help to know Jack, but here are some possibili-
ties. Money (especially for points earned for vocational
tasks), snack items,at break, extra break time, movie tick-
ets, TV time during work or at home (if parents or resi-
dent al supervisors gree).



45Decide on an average hourly wage. For vocational work
11L(eg., contract work), this will depend on the certi-

fied wage. Usually, pay for vocational work will have
to be n the form of money. Any tokens given for
these tasks will have to be in addition to wages.

For nonvocational tasks (such as academic work, atten-
ding to task, arriving on time and asking for help)
the most important, most difficult or most time-con-
suming behaviors should earn the most points.

1101)

Set prices for privileges, special events and materi-
als. Balance these prices so that the amount of work
needed to buy them is not too great or too little. A
rule of thumb may be that the amount of work necessary
to earn an item should be similar to the amount of
work which would earn the money that item costs. For
example, an hour of working on a task without disrup-
ting others should earn a client tokens worth about
the client's certified wage. The cost of privileges
(eg., extra break time) should be adjusted so that the
client will be likely to purchase privileges at least
as often as he/she purchases material goods.

22



_WAGES

Set prices and wages for Jack's
behaviors and reinforcers:

PRICES FINES

(List each behavior
for which Jack can
earn tokens. Give
a wage for each.)

(List reinforcers
from menu. Give
a price for each.)

(List each be
havior for
which Jack
loses points.
Give a cost
for each.)

PRICES

Assemble 1 cam
correctly=30C

Stay in work
area 10 mins.
without leaving
= I token.

Work at least 9
mins. during 10
min.=2 tokens.

Itemscash or
token/15C

Breaktime=5 tokens/
5 mins use of TV
or games.

Special events
negotiable.

FINES

Pinch-5

Take=-10

Disrupt-=-2

Here is how these figures were derived. The industry
'atandard for producing cams is 11 per hour. Assuming an
industry pay_rate for this job of About $3.45/hour, that
is roughly 30c/cam. This would, of course, depend upon
the actual pay rate in the local area.

2
2



In this case, wages for assembling cams may not be used
for purchasing privileges. There may be legal barriers
to use of work earnings to pay for breaks. On the other
hand, tokens may be used as cash. In this case, simply
staying on task, for 10 minutes, is worth as much as com-
pleting a cam (2 token =- 30).

However, thesetokehs must also be used to pay the fines
for unacceptable behaviors. The balance should permit
Jack to take two 10-minute breaks each day. As Jack's be-
havior improves, both token and fines should be f ded out.

aTokc,ns should be easy to deliver. They should ba a-
vailable _only by earning within the point system and
should be hard to exchange or steal. Some good tokens
are

point:4 on a caul
hote4 punched in a catd
co-LPL-coded oft matked ciao OA ,stug4
hpeciae coupon4 ot tickets

11:,It should be possible to both give and take away tokens
(although the emphasis should be on giving them).

2 2
24'



Clients should he able to see the tokens as they are
earned. Often, facilities will keep piece work wage
records or other token earning records in a staff of-
fice. When that is done, they will probably not work
as reinforcers.

Select a token for Jack:

A bank book style of card carried by Jack might work.
Daily totals could then be put in a ledger kept by staff.
Each day, Jack would start over. Extra points would be
saved for movie tickets, expensive items and special e-
vents. Saved points could not be used for snack bar,
breaks or TV.

SAMPLE LEDGER SHEET

Date Time Earned
r

II Finesiurchases SubT

9 28 9:10 area 1
9:20 area 1 2
9:30 area & work 3 5
9:40 work 2 7
9:44 disrupt 2 5
9:45 disrupt 2 3
10:00 area 1 4
10:10 area & work 3 7
10:20 area & -ork 10

break & drink 10 0

2,5



a Establish ihe value of tokens. If necessary, the first
day you may give tokens free and allow immediate ex-
change. Start with frequent exchange periods and then
make them more natural and infrequent. Require in-
creasing amounts of work to earn tokens.

_ State the wages and prices in advance and 4tiek to

111,
them! When you adjust them, describe the change in
advance. If possible negotiate with the client when
changing wages or prices. Then be const6tent in using
the system.

CDo not permit clients to ge "advances" against future
earnings.

Do not haggle. Give points according to the olanned
schedule. You may wish to establish a formal griev-
ance procedure, but do not argue about wages.

e Never promise a misbehaving client that you will give
him/her more points if she/he quiets down or gets to
work. This will only reinforce disruptive behavior.

ft

26



Do not threaten. Give at most one warning, then fine.
If you are going to give a warning, that should be
stated in advance.

Before giving points or tokens, assure that all work
...r2, is done at the required criterion level.

Assure that clients know how to do the behavior.h Teach and teach again. The token system is an aid in
teaching, not a substitute for teaching.

Praise when givingtokens. Tell the client what she/he
did to ear_ the token. Then give the token. This is
done in order to develop praise as a reinforcer and to
turn criticism into a mild punisher.

Establish a time and place for token exchanges. Ini-
tially, tokens might be exchanged for reinforcers at
each break, liqch and the end of the workday. Gradu-
,Lly, these should be extended so that exchanges occur
once per week (except for those normally occurring at
breaks, such as purchase of a soft drink).

Using tokens for Jack:

gitTell how you will establish tokens as reinforcers:

bTell when and -where token exchanges will take place:

Tell what will happen if fines place Jack "in the
hole:"

27



41Tel1 what to do if Jack has no points at break time:

ciStart out with tokens being given free and exchanged at
one break. Then watch while Jack makes I cam. When he

finishes, give him 30e plus 1 token for staying plus 2

tokens for working. Allow him to exchange those imme-
diately for 3 minutes of break time. Then shift to the-
planned system.

If the shift is too abrupt and Jack does not work, you
may need to use shaping. A possible shaping sequence
is as follows:

Start with level 1. Advance a step after 2 consecutive
days with 5 cams/hour and no more than 5 fines/day.

Level 1: Give 1 token about every 3 minutes if he is
in his area the whole time.

Level 2: Require him to remain in his area and work 3
full minutes for 2 tokens.

Level 3: Require him to stay in his area and work 5
full minutes for 3 tokens.

Level 4: Require him to stay in his area and work 10
full minutes for 3 tokens.

Notice that we specified the steps clear1y and we spe-
cified the criterion for moving on.

28



RecoAd and evatuate.

Keep careful records of token earnings and purchases.

Monitor the most important behaviors to be changed.

laAs behaviors improve, increase the requirements until
they reach pre-arranged criteria.

eiIf behaviors do not change, troubleshoot and modify
the system.

29



Record and evaluate

grescribe what behavior(s) you will monito how

you will record them.

bses.
aDesc be how you would record token earnings and los-

Record cams made,day: Have Jack put completed cams in
a bin. Count them at the end of the day and record.

Record disruptions (including pinches and takes): Dur-

ing two 10-minute periods each day, watch Jack care-
fully and count how many times he does these. NOTE:

We did not count directly from the point card.. Be-
cause staff are busy, they may not see all instances

of die behaviors. Also, when you begin fading the
system, not all instances may show on the card. If

possible, it is best to record goal behaviors separate7
ly from the point system.

it)Each day, add total number of points earned, total

fines, total spent tokens and subtotal to date. Keep

a record like the following:

POINTS EARNED FINES PURCHASES SUBTOTAL

--
Take these directly from ack's point card.

*



Fade out tJe 4y4tem.

a Praise each time you give tokens. Tell
the client did wrong each time you take points.

Increase the requirements for earning points (quality,
quantity or both).

4;
Give larger numbers of tokens, but give them less
often.

Increase the delay between earning tokens and exchang-
ing them for back-up reinforcers.

Reinforce only intermittently. The behavior begins to
pay off only once in a while.

Teach the client to give his own tokens or monitor her
own behavior. Spotcheck periodically.

.JODTE: Of course you do not fade out a piece-work pay sys-

.tem for productive work. You may, however, fade to anhourly pay system. 2 9
31



Fade out the system:

How would you fade out Jack's token system for working on-
task and completing cams? How would you fade out the use
of the fines?

IIRequire longer periods of constant work for
points.

on-task

2 Give points for completed cams only after 5 are done,
then 10, then at breaks, etc.

As you fade out on-task points, begin to rely more on
brief criticisms following misbehaviors.

44
Give Jack a kitchen titer set for 10 minutes. Have
him give himself points if he has stayed in his work
area and worked throughout the interval. Spotcheck to
assure he is reasonably accurate in giving tokens.

5
7 Remember, praise before giving points. Criticize be-

fore fining. Then continue to use these natural social ,
conseq-ences as you f-_de out the sys em.* 4101:6 allig:



Here are some common problems with token economles. The
suggestions may help you out, but this is not a cookbook.
Token systems can be complicated: get help if yours is
in trouble. Following are common problems found in token
systems and suggestions for avoiding these problems.

No tzaching: Tokens are not a substitute for
teaching. Use prompts, chaining and shaping to
teach the behaviors that earn points. If you have
a point fine system, allow the client to earn back
some of the points by correctly practicing the
appropriate behavior.

Don't ,stop .4q0.4i4 juzt
becalae yotirTLi-a4 tokenz

Requirmment4 to eaan pa-Ent-4 ane too h: If nec-
cessary, shape: Remember it is better to give
small reinforcers often than to give a large re-
inforcer only occasionaly.

Shape behaviox by
(44-Eng 4m0.tt AeinlioAceA4

itequentZ0



_on o eann point4 ate too Lim= The client
not make progress. Gradually raise the criteria.

Make suite the ceient
chatZenged! Rai4e'ctitetta
16oiL fLeinlioteement it -LA

too easy!

Mice-wage imb 7ce: If prices are too high for
wages, clients will "strike." if wages are too high,
clients will earn what they want and then show erra-
tic behaviors.

BootZeg teiniSotcet4: If most or all the reinforcers
are available outside the economy, the system will
not work well.

Ctients exchange at Ateaf. token4; This may produce
effects similar to bootleg reinforcers. Only the
oal behaviors should be reinforced with tokens. Us-

ing coded tokens or points on cards may prevent this
problem.

A point AgAtem itWQi6 ceiento
lirtom ttading OA 4tW2in9 tokens!

3 4



nadequate menu oil teinfioteet4: Behavior will be er-
ratic. When possible, have a menu including a variety
of tangible itRmA, daily activities and occasional
special events. Be sure that items on the menu have
been identified as reinforcers for the client.

a tratiety og einiolLauus
OIL the aient may tose int

et aients intet6ete with a ceient on an in
ken 4y4tem: Provide special reinforcers for the

group based on the person's token earnings.

aoup teknioteement may ae4o
be nece64aty you ate woith
on an individuae aie4tt'4 beha-
vot!

PoJJLt6 ae meantngre44 Oft not v4iio.te: If the staff
eep the points in a place not visible to the clients.
e tokens are not immediate and the system may not

work. If the tokens are meaningless to the client,
do free exdhanges as described in the section on usingtokens. If points are too abstract, try tangible to-
kens like poker chips.



he system -is inconststentey apgied: Assure that
ehaviors that earn and lose points are well defined.
se tokens which are practical to give and take.

e the whole system down.

The 4yten must be sloe__
wvatten on wet and Ethed
consistentey!

11
When the token system -Eh teolinated, impnovements 4:n
the aient's behavtots Suddenly &at apatt. This us-
ally means the system stopped abruptly before praise

was turned into a reinforcer. Fade the system gnndu-
atty, praise each time you give points and describe
the problem each time you fine. Continue paaisimg
after terminating the token system.

This is a checklist for grading your token aeon my. If

you follow it, you shouldn't have any trouble.

GOOD LUCK!
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Projec Design a token eco_o-
Points to pass: 12

Criteria

11
The behaviors that earn tokens
are clearly specified.

2At least 75% of the behaviors
or potential points are pro-
ductive behaviors rather than
lack-of-disruption behaviors.

The target behaviors are indi- 1
vidualized.

4quantity are specified.
1The quality Jf response and

A menu of reinforcers is pro-
vided which:
a. provides adequate varisaty 1
b. is balanced with wages 1
c. provides for both short- 1

term (daily or quicker) and
long-term range consequences.

oThe token:
a. is easy to give 1

b. is difficult to steal or trade 1

c. allows for response cost 1

7How the behavior will be main-
tained is described.
a. praise before tokens
b. increasing behavioral cri- 1

terion
C. increasing delay 1

d. self-presentation of tokens 1

8A monitoring and evaluation sys-
tem is set up.
a. tokens earned and spent 1

b. behavior improvement 1

Max. Pts. Pts. Earned

2

2

TOTAL:



Walker, H.M. and Buckley, N.K., Token Reinforcement Tech-

niques. Eugene, OR: E-B Press, 1974. This book in-

cludes the principles of developing and operating to-

ken economies. Although intended mainly for class-
room token economies with children, it has many use-

ful ideas. It also includes a review of research and

sample forms.

Ayllon, T., and Azrin, N., TheTol_ New York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968. The classic which
introduced token economies, this book describes an

economy in an institution. It covers many of the

practical and thoretical issues.

Kazdin, A. The token econom A review and evalua ion

1977. An evaluation and review of token economies,

their accomplishments anJ limitations.

Phillips & Philli. , E., Fixsen, D. and Wolf, M., The

teaching-family_122adhaa. Lawrence, KS: The universi-

ty of Kansas Printing Service, 1974. Aimed at teach-

ing-parents in group homes for adolescents, this book

provides an example of a highly sophisticated, power-

ful token economy. It also provides an excellent dis-

cussion of an informal teaching strategy, provides

detailed task analyses of several household chores and

covers many other areas of group home operation.

Sanders, R.M. Behavior modification in a rehabIlitatIon

Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois

University Press, 1975. This book covers a
number of brief studies done in a work ac-

tivity center and sheltered workshop. To-

ken reinforcement is used in several o

the studies.
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lat Is a token?

en should you consider using a token econo

39



When should you consider using tokens?

List four advantages of token economics.

4 0



Assume that you have decided to implement a token
system in your program. Provide an outline below
of the sequence of steps you should take:

41


